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People are discussing whether Jesus Christ was Tamil or Bong or Kashmiri.

Zip your lips if you have no idea about history or religion.

Jesus Christ was not a Tamil, Bengali or Kashmiri.

Brush your knowledge

He was a Gujarati.

Here are some facts
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People doing the anology wrong by assuming his name was Christ.

And drawing parallel to Krishna and Krishto.

That is the major loophole.

His name was Jesus of Nazareth.

That is the modified version of Jisu of Gujarat.

Here is the story
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When Mary was in labour Josheph was waiting outside the hut

When Josheph heard the first cry of the new born he asked Mary

E Ji Su Chhe

People around him misheard it as

E Jisu Chhe

And that's how the name Jisu came which later became Jesus

Indians still call Jesus as Jisu
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Nazareth is nothing but Hebrew name of Gujarat

Nazareth means place where people settled

Parsis when first came to India they settled in Gujarat

Moreover the law in Gujarat prohibits Muslims to settle in Hindu areas and vice versa

Gujarat is all about settlement
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That's why Nazareth is nothing but Gujarat

So the original name of Jesus of Nazareth is Jisu of Gujarat

I think it is settled now

Ok let me tell you one more fact to establish Jesus was Gujarati
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Being born and raised in an alcohol prohibited state Jesus felt the pain of lack of alcohol

That's why he discovered the recipe of making wine out of plain water

So that no one should be deprived of it due to prohibition
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That's how he became the first Atma Nirbhar Person and taught the world Aapda mein Avsar

Approx 2000 years later another Gujarati spoke the same words and fooled people like his predecessor.
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The world is coming to an end with all these viruses. And the world needs to know the truth. That is why Modi Ji growing his

beard so that he can become the Santa Claus on Christmas and unveil the truth to the world.
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Brush your knowledge

Jesus Christ was not a Tamil Bengali or Kashmiri

He was a Gujarati

The original name of Jesus of Nazareth was Jisu of Gujarat
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